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Administrators Proltlise
Co-op AccoDlDlodations
Robert Bumson
Univ~rsity of N~w M~xico administrators have promised new
quart~rs for th~ Child Care Co-op
soon to b~ l~ft homeless if the
University gets the go ahead for
Mesa Vista Hall renovations, a
state senator said Sunday.
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Bill ZiegleT, left, helps Clant TTujlllo with 11 t:ompuie, pi'Qblem, one of the many problems he solves
BVBI"f day as 11 computeT consultant.

'

Co01puter Expert Solves .Problems

To Help Bewildered Beginners
Dennis Pohlman
A beginning computer science
student approached the desk. hthis
hand was a shredded pile· of
keypunch cards. "Damn thing ate
my deck," he said, pointing to all
imposing looking machine in the
corner.
Bill Ziegler accepted the handful
of cards and began sorting through
them with an all-knowing look.
''Too many holes in these," he
said. ''Get your ticks and commas
separated, run it through again,
and it should work." The student
took back the cards, muttering "I
hate doing this." But he must have
taken the advice, because he didn't
come back.
Most of us have about all the
problems we can handle without
trying to solve someone else's too.
University of New Mexico senior
Bill Ziegler, however; has resolved
other people's troubles for the past .

•

three years- it's his job.
Ziegler, 22 •. is on~ o( ~bout...,2() ·
student consultants at the UNM
Computer· Center at 27Ql Campus
Blvd. The consultants are available
to help students trying to use the
Center's · computerized data
processing systems.
Ziegler has been fascinated by
computers since the sixth grade
back in Burnsville, Minn. when he
saw a terminal for the first time. In
the seventh ~grade he began usfng
computers to do math problem!;. In
high schooiJte used his know lege to
help his adVisers and classmates· .
through the school's computerized
registration system.
.
By the time Ziegler began college
at UNM he .knew FORTRAN, a
basic computer language, and was a
student consultant as a sophomore.
in 1978 and now isthe chief student
consultant. He has become so used
to the problems beginners face that
he can usually spot an error in a

)'

Trial Date Not Yet Released
For UN~ Football Player
Manuel Fnnco
A trial date has not yet been
released for University of New
Mexico football player Jerry
Apodaca Jr.,. who was booked
Saturday and charged With reckless
driving, eludilia an officer,. resistina
arrest and escaping froni an officer.
The case setting division' of
Metropolitan Court said Monday
that a trial date has been set, but
would hot release the date because
sorne paperwork involving the case
has yet to be processed.
Apodaca, of 3901 Indian School
Rd. NE, was arrested about7 p.m.
Saturday while driving along
Girard Boulevard after allegedly
. running a stop sign at Sa~ta Clara
Avenue and running a traffic light
at Gibson Boulevard.
He allegedly led police on a chase
before being stopped near the
Albuquerque International Air. port. · ·

Majority Whip Tom Rutherford,
D-Bernalillo, said he asked for and
received written assurance from
President William E. "Bud'' Davis
that a new Co-op home would be
provid~d
before recommending
passage of renovation funds from
the State Senate.
"We wanted assurance of that,"
Rutherford said. "We were afraid
that since it's a student project it
might get lost in the shuffle."
The Co-op, opened as a result of
student pressure in 1970, received
for 1981-82, $21 ,SOO from
ASUNM, $8000 from the Graduate
Student Association and $70,000 in
student-aid salaries along with free
housing from the administration.

•This

week a version of the $6.4
million project to convert Mesa
.. .
.
Vista Hall into the Student Services
pr?.granpn .a matter of mmutes. . Building is eXpected to pass the
·. ~ .l~s~bJ.Oitted. !"Y Jlrogr:~.agam ''legislature. So far each house has
und~r the sa'!le 1~struct~r number, approved different versions.
but 1t looks hke 1t's gomg to blow
up again," another perplexed
Rutherford, a UNM law student,
engineering student said. A quick said the University has promised
once-over of the printout and "if nothing else" to locate the CoZiegler solved the problem.
op temporarily in the basement of
He said, "Theinstructors and the the Student Union Building.
instructions sometimes assume too
More . likely,
Associate
much of these beginners. They have Administrative Vice President Ted
to learn a whole new fashion of Martinez said, a North Campus
thinking. •
.
lell;ation will be found where
"These students aren't stupid. double-wide trailers can be brought
They know their math. They just in.
aren't being explicit enough with
Co-op Director George O'Neil
the commands. The machines
operate by very stringent rules, and said a North Campus site ''might be
you follow them or else. These an improvement" over the Mesa
computer terminals are fat more Vista location due to increased road
access and parking. Aside from
picky than,anybody's mother."
t:onflnuedon/MIItl3 th!lt, O'Neil said he is "delighted"

with the developments.
HI didn'r know there was that
kind of support for child care,"
O'Neil said. "This is the first time
· someone in the legislature got
involved.''
The Co-op may experience other
difficulties when it goes before
student funding boards this spring.
Spokesman for both ASUNM
and the GSA say they want the
UNM administration to. pay more
of the cost of running the Co-op.

"1 think it's part of their
responsibility," ASUNM President
Mike Austin said. He said that
though ASUNM wouldn't "pull the
rug out," the amount of ASUNM
funding for the Co-op is "disapportionate" to the number of
students served.
The Co-op provides care for 150
children of UNM students and
employs seven teachers and 32
student aids.
"The question is to what extent
should we support it,'' Austin said.
GSA Chairman Mike Finnie said
the administration should take over
''a significant share" of the fun•
ding. However, Finnie said the
GSA does not plan on making
"significant cuts'' in its Co-op
funding,
UNM Vice President for Business
and Finance John .Perovich said the
administration .has not yet considered providing additional funds
for the Co-op.
"We'd have to weigh that .with
other funding requests," Perovich
said. "We don't know if they're
talking $50()0 or SIS ,000."
O'Ndl is asking ASUNM and
GSA to continue their funding at
present levels, ''especially this year
when the University is going to
spend a lot of money on the move."
''The issue is survival," he said.
..If any one group pulls out, it
crumbles.''

Austin To. Resign ASNM .POsition
Cathy Renfro
ASUNM President Mike
Austin wiD ·resign as director of
the Associated Students of New
Mexico at a meeting ill Las
Cruces Feb. 27.
A motion was made asking
for . Austin's resi&nation by
Eastern New· Mexico University
!ltudent body President Charles
Hester . the. Jan. 30 ASNM
executive committee ll'lftting.
The meeting 'Wis held during
an ASNM convention at UNM.
Hester sllid the · motion · was
made to maintain AS~M unity.
ASNM is all org.,.izatioll of
sUJdent leaders from New
Mexico colleses _.nd universities
working tor student issues
across the state•
·
"Some schools had talked
about dtop~ing out," Hester

Littlefield said Austin Was
considering resigning at the end
of the state legislative session to
!;pend his· time on · his own
. projects at UNM.
Littlefield said he believes that
·some of the ASNM members
heard about the resigrtation and
wanted io beat Austin .to if,
''Mike was very hurt and very
disappointed," Littlefield said.

not considered to be a c:oUege
but a vocational school, he
added.

After the Hester motion ONM
decided not to participate in the
Apodaca then reportedly ra~
organization for the remainder
from police but was caught in the
of
the semester.
airport parking,lot.
"No one asked ONM to drop
Bond WIIS posted soon after
out," Hester said,
Apodaca was· booked into , CitY•.
County jail and he was releded.
"Personally, I've always felt
Apodaca, son of
.r Senate
ASNM was a waste of time for
candidate and former Gov. Jerry
UNM," Littlefield said.
Reacting to · the resignation
Apodaca Sr., was a wide receiver
He safd UNM has put more
Austin said, "I don't want to
tor the UNM football team last
time
and money into the
lead a bunch of Mousketeerseason.
organization
than any other
s .••• We (UNM) carried the
The ONM ju'itior is majoring in
member.
load}'
•
whole
mathematics.
UNM Lobby Committee
About three years ago, Apodaca
Some schools drop~ out of
Chairman
Mike Gallegos
was twice ordered out ,bt the
ASNM but not because of
lobbied for ASNM and UNM
dormitories. Apodaca was involved
Austin, Littlc=field said. .
spent part of their lobby budget
in a food fighting incident at La
He
said
ASNM
would
not
for the organization, Littlefield
Posada Hall Dec. 12, 1971 ·that
support tuition .assistance
said.
caused more than $300 in damage
programs for the .. College o(
and struck' a fellow dormitory
"The benefit ofASNM was to
said.
Santa Fe .and the University of ·
resident Janoc30, 1979.
However, ASUNM Vice
have schools across the state
Albuquerqu~.
After both incidents, Apodaca's
unified but in the past they
President Bill Littlefield said he
(ASNM) haven't been abletodo
housing contract was terminated by'
felt there was another reason for
New Mexico Tech was not
·
Associate Dean of Students Randy
the action.
political enough and TYI was ~. that/' he said.
Boeglill, but .Apodaca successfully
appeale~bot."~victions.~. , .':, . ..........................~----------...-...-~."':'.~.+.~--~-'":!........,.......,................,.~··--·-·-·..:.·....· _._..._...__.....,..__...__.....__ _....__,
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\!Vorld News

U~M Astrophysicist Presents Theory Sun Not Shrinking

by United Press lnternatio~al

Len Olson

Guerrillas Attack Military Posts in San Salvador, 53 Dead

i

l
f.
1:

SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador
- Leftist guerrillas attacked five
military posts around El Salvador
Monday in response to army claims
of success against insurgents.
Weekend violence reportedly killed
53 people.
Rebels reportedly killed five
Army officers anc,t five paramilit<!ry
Civilian Guarc,!smen, and military
troops claimed to ha~;e wiped out
more than 40 insurgents in the
eastern province of Usulutan and
around the capital. Thirteen
civilians also were reported killed in
San Salvador.
Army officers in Usulutan, the
provincial capital 56 miles east of

San Salvador, claimed a weekend
anti,rebel sweep in the region "had
been a success, eliminating a great
number of guerrillas."
One officer estimated the army
killed 30 guerrillas but made no
mention of military casualties,
The guerrillas, who earlier this
month laid siege to Usulutan in a
week of bloody attacks, claimed in
a broadcast on clandestine Radio
Venceremos that troops were
"overwhelmed and are being
repelled" around the provincial
town of Jurcuran.
Rebels
claimed
three
"casualties" among soldiers in
predawn attacks on military posts

EL MIRADOR ARTS

A COMPLETE LINE OF READY MADE FRAMES
custom Framing Service • Wet and DIY Mounting
All Types or Matting • Regular and Non-glare Glass

\10%DISCOUNTWITH U.N.M.ID
Open Mon-Sal9 AM - 5:30 PM

I

3101 Central Ave NE 265-0959
9649 Menaul Blvd. NE 299-0959

opportun\t\e~lE
Reporttrom

in the towns of Santa Clara, San
Esteban Catarina and San
Sebastian, all in an area about 25
miles east of the capital, local
military officers said. They did not
specify the number· of d.ead and
wounded,
The incidents followed attacks
Sunday afternoon in San Sebastian
in which the local commander, a
national guardsman· and five civil
patrolmen died, the regional
military command reported in San
Vicente, 31 miles east of San
Salvador.
Guerrillas also burned down the
municipal offices of Apopa, a
working class suburb 7 miles north

of San Salvador, destroying birth
records important for the gover·
nment's planned March 28 elections, authorities said.
Before setting the blaze,
guerrillas and troops clashed
outside a garrison, killing one
sergeant, two privates and three
rebels, and wounding five other
soldiers, military and civilian
sources said.
Seven guerrillas died in an assault
on security forces in Osicala, .a
besieged town in rebel-dominated
Morazan province, officers
reported from the provincial
command center in San Francisco

The sun is shrinking. Well maybe it is and maybe it. isn't.
Astrophysicist John Allen Eddy
was one of the first scientists to
propose a theory that the sun mlght
be shrinking.
He analy~ed data from the U.S.
Naval Observatory and a London
observatory that had been
measuring the sun since the 1890s.
Eddy
concluded that the
measurements indicated a gradual
change in the size of the sun during
this period.
Eddy stated in an article for
Natural History, December 1979,

Ootera, 103 miles northeast of the
capital.
Both sides generally ex&ggerate
enemy losses, while minimizing
their own, and the casualty figures
could not be confirmed.
At least six shootings left 13
civilians dead in apparent political
assassinations around San Salvador
since Sunday, judicial authorities
said. More than 30,000 people have
been killed by guernllas, rightist
"death squads" and government
forces in three years of fighting in
the Central American nation, a
church-related human rights group
says.

Nick Greenwalt

A therapeutic recreation program
for Carrie Tingley Hospital will be
designed and the equipment
suggested by five New Mexico
graduate students who are in the
recreation section of health,
physical education and recreation.
Tuesday night the five students
will meet with some of the staff and
patients at Carrie Tingley, which is
temporarily in the Bernalillo
County Medical Center, to discuss
the project.

resolution urging the United States Shimon Peres, who said the
not to sell F-16 jets and advanced thought of such sophisticated
mobile Hawk antiaircraft missiles weapons
in
Jordan
was
to Jorctan because the sale would "horrifying."
endanger Israeli security,
Expressing hope a solution will
The resolution, approved in the . be found, Begin told reporters he.
parliament by an 88-3 vote with six planned to write a personal message
abstentions, won the support of to Reagan to inform him of the
opposition Labor Party leader resolution.
Begin said he will appeal directly
to "President Reagan, friend of
Israel," to quash any arms sale to
Jordan that would nullify the
"qualititative edge"
Israel
currently enjoys over the arms
arsenal of its Arab foes.
Begin's speech and the
parliament vote capped a weekend
of mounting frenzy in Israel over
reports attributed to a high U.S.
official traveling with Defense
Secretary Casper Weinberger.
"It is presently not clear to us if
Mr. Weinberger spoke in his own
name or issued his statements em
behalf of his government," said
Begin, recovering from a broken
hip and speaking from a
wheelchair.
"We shall certainly clarify this
question in the next few days,,; he
said.
Such a sale, Begin said, ·means "a
categorical undertaking given by
the United States (would) be
violated ..• a particular obligation
stipulated by the decision of the
American Congress (would) be.
reduced to nothing.''
The prime minister said Israel
already faced a combination of
Arab states with art overwhelming
quantitative edge that includes 9000
tanks, 1400 warplanes and 6000
heavy guns.
According to the London-based
International Institute of Strategic
Studies, Israel has 3050 tanks, 576
combat aircraft and about 1000
heavy artillery pieces.

•

and legs, they also provide artificial
limbs for their patients and the
training to use them, McCormack
said.
The hospital also provides adjustment for the limbs and the
UNM students will be designing a
recreation facility for the patientsduring their stay.
UNM has been working with the
hospital since September when the
hospital called the University
recreation
department
for
suggestions for a staff recreation
director.

the 17th and 18th centuries.
"I could see it affec(ing
something like weather or climate,''
Zeilik said.. "The total energy
output of the sun might change as a
consequence of its expanding and
contracting."
So the matter is still a debate, but
it has been a harsh winter in most
parts of the country this year.

Minority Grants Available
Women and ethnic minority
members at the University of New
Mexico are eligible to apply for
dissertation fellowships and
postdoctoral research grants
through the Social Science Research
Council.
The programs are offered to

students in the social sciences and
the humanities.
For more infonnation write:
Social Science Research 'Council,
Fellowships and Grants for
Research, 605 Third Ave., New
York, N.Y., 10158.

Sunday Brunch at

continued from page 1

object against the far wall that of coffee next to a roaring fire, turn
''My terminal won't work. What looked like a television set with an on our screens and do the shopping,
can I do to get a readout?'' a electric pencil sharpener on it. "All our homework, even vote without
this equipment has potential for leaving the house," he said.
student exclaimed.
•
He stopped for a moment,
"Are you logged on more than various projects. I hope to get
one terminal?," Ziegler asked. He around to completing more projects obviously pleased at thai thought,
soon. This routine stuff can really knowing he wouldn't have to sort
was. Another minor crisis solved.
"Probably he'll be using these wear you down."
oUt other people's problems if they
things like a pro in a few weeks.
Ziegler spoke about what's in had their own terminals. Then
Their first week with these things is store for all of us someday. "In- another puzzled student stepped up
always the worst. He knows what home terminals are definitely the to the desk. Ziegler sighed and
he wants, he Just has no idea how to way of the future," he agreed. accepted the readout without a
get the terminal to do it. It's "Someday we'Irsil down with a cl.Jp Word.
frustrating to work With a machine
that talks back and tells you that
you've made a mistake. Most of the
time these machines won't do the
rest of the program until you
Former New Mel<ico basketball the trial of John Whisenant, one of
correct your error," he said.
coach
Manny Goldstein, .convicted Goldstein's fanner colleagues.
••Do you know SAS?" another
last
year
on two counts of fraud,
Whisenant was the only one of
student interjected.
says
he
deserves
another day in three former UNM coaches "Just a little," Ziegler replied.
court because evidence was including ex-head basketball coach
"The format statement is missing.''
withheld during his trial.
Norm Ellenberger -'to escape the
he said, after .a quick glance at the
When filing his motion for a new New Mel<ico judicial system unprogram. The student went away,
wondering aloud how he could have trial Monday, the former Lobo scathed.
recruiter did not spell out what new
made such a simple mistake.
Goldstein, 34, who now lives and
he believes exists. But
''It will be great to see these same evidence
there was immediate speculation works in New York, was convicted
people here once they get. the hang that Goldstein may have been on two of eight fraud counts inof these things. A light sort of goes ·alluding to a secret UNM athletic volving expenses he claimed for a
on in their heads and suddenly department audit revealed during trip to New York City.
they're sure they can make these
machines do anything," Ziegler
said.
Sometimes even a consultant 9~~~"""'1i:U~~~~~o:£7'~~
can't figure out what to do. After
looking over a program on death
statistics from Rio de Janiero from
19()4 to 1936 for about five minutes
Ziegler still couldn't tell what the
student wanted to do. "Figure out
how you want this data arranged
and take it across the hall" was all
he could advise.

Goldstein Wants New Trial

1/2 off
~ SALE

J

~
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Spent in Capital
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"They'll research all . the past
cases, they'll decide what kind of
play equipment is needed and
they're designing an indoor and
outdoor recreation area," Walter
McCormack, the instructor of the
therapeutic class the five students
are from, said.
He also said that an intern
program will be set up between the
new hospital, which should be open
by October, and the UNM
therapeutic program.
Carrie Tingley mostly treats bone
malfunctions that affect the arms

climate show that a decrease of I
percent in the total radiation from
the sun would lower the average
temperature by one or two degrees
Celsius."
He surmises that this would be
enough of a change to create
another small ice age, The same
type that seems to have occurred in
Europe and North America during

-Computer-------------

Reagan Holiday
WASfHNGTON - President
Reagan spent the government
holiday Monday in the White
House after seeing his wife Nancy
off on a !Wo-day trip to Florida and
Texas.
Reagan received a briefing from
Secretary of State Alexander Haig
on his recent trip to Europe and
Morocco. The two men were joined
by William Clark, the president's
national security adviser, for an
hour-long meeting in the · family
quarters on the White House
second floor.
Later, Reagan walked to the
situation mont in the West Wing
for what the aide called an -intelligence briel1ng with Haig,
Clark, Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger and Vice President
George Bush.
· the aide would not reveal the
subject matter, but said it was not a
National Security Councilll!eeting.

similar observations and the sun
doesn't appear to be shrinking.
"What you can argue for is that
the sun oscillates; most stars do. lt
vibrates in and out," he said.
He believes that what scientists
have been observing over the last
100 years is part of the contracting
stage and that a stage where the sun
expands will follow.
Zeilik said the shrinking that has
been observed by Eddy and others
might not even be there since there
is so much contradictory evidence.
Well, if the sun is shrinking, does
it really matter?
Eddy says that "present
mathematical models of global

Grad Students Coordinate Hospital Program

Israel Opposes U.S. Weapons Sale
JERUSALEM - Prime Minister
Menachem Begin appealed directly
to President Reagan Monday not to
break his personal pledge to ensure
Israel's "qualitative edge'' over its
Arab foes by selling advanted
weapons to Jordan.
Begin
won overwhelming
governmental suppor! for a

that small possible variations in
solar radiation have also been
measured.
So is the sun reaHy shrinking? ,
Michael Zeilik II, professor of
physics and- astronomy. at UNM,
doesn't think so,
"The point right now is not well
established," he said.
It seems that there are con.tradictory observations. The
measurements are also hard to. get
because of the necessity to correct
the measurements for the varying
transparency of the earth's atmosphere. Eddy conceded this fact
in his article.
Zeilik said, "Others have done
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"Didn't have enough information on that orte," he said.
"YoU scratch you head, try
everything you know how to do,
check the .inanuals - only then will
I refer a student to one of the
permanent staff. But stuff like that,
when he's not sure what he wants, I
just can't h~lp him," Ziegler said
with a shrug.
Ziegler tries to find time to Work
on projects Of his oWn. He adapted
a graphics package so students
could use their terminal screens to
create graphs and charts.
"That project was far . the
Techtrortics Direct View Storage
Tube.'' he said, motioning to an

Where £an I go If l want in·,;
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formation on fraternitiessororities?
Student Activities Center, New
Mexico Union 101, x 4?06.
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Every Sunday from
10am·2pm'
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delicious brunches!
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San francisco Ballet
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New Mexico Symphony Orchestra

February 19 a 20
8:15 Popqoy Hall
.
Tickets at Popejoy Hall and aU
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Architects' Exhibition
Displays Craftsmanship

High & Dry_·_

by Garry Trudeau

Not All Restrictions Are Necessary
The state senate's decision to pass a bill requiring
the Public Service Company to divest itself of
unrelated businesses will force one more major
legislative .action into a compromise committee.
Both the House and the Senate passed legislation
which would end the Cost of Service Index method
which guarantees PNM stockholders a set rate of
return and allows PNM to raise rates without prior
approval from the Public Service Commission,
However, the senate went one step further by
restricting PN M from investing in any unrelated
ventures and divesting themselves of certain
businesses within the ne.xt five years.

High and Dry is a monthly column that includes up-to-

With New Mexico consumers. consistently having to
foot the bill for PNM's outside projects, the need for a
new system of determining rate increases was obvious. But the need was for stronger control of rate
determination; limiting divestiture was not necessary.
A senator who supported the successful senate bill
claimed he opposed the house bill because it was
"written by PNM." We're no big fans of PNM, certainly, but to oppose a bill because of iis authorship is
to ignore its potential for benefits. PNM, through its
outside interests, supplies jobs for hundreds of New
Mexicans. Let's hope the conference committee
keeps this in mind when reaching a compromise.

Letter

IMMifiMT!ON .li5TC/IIJ.liiJ70 AS!< lr
'rW PKJIIII) !RJNS(}Jl. H/M.I/PfA!l5l({l.Y,
70 l<!eP ft<IJM 6e!TING ~

Coach Appreciates UNM Support

A/.PI{()I/56 70IJ) TIEM )!XI~ H/5
fATHfl(. I KNiiiAI 'fW'P I(JIWTMe 70

aJNf//llff n; $0 I P/{l,
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Editor:
To the students and faculty of UNM:
It has been a. long two and one-half years since we
embarked on the Lobo scene, and I personally just
want to thank you, the students and faculty for your
continued support of the Lobo Basketball team.
I realize we haven't been as successful as possibly
any of us have wanted to be, but we are committed to
not going out and "buying" a championship team.

WASHINGTON - Judging from
his remarks at a House sub·
committee hearing last week,
Richard Schweiker, the secretary of
He~lth and Hum~n Services, Is
bound to widen the gap between
young people and their parents.
Almost two months ago, Schweiker proposed that fedarallyfu·nded family planning clinics
notify the parents of clients under
18 who had requested prescriptions
for contraceptives. Later this
month, Schweiker is expected to
issue the rules in their final form.
It's not as if the implications of
Schweiker's plan are lost on those
Americans who will be most af·
fected. "What's the point of going
in for help if they're just going to rat
on us?" one young high school
student from Louisiana asked us
recently. Added the editors of the
[University of] Minnesota Daily: "If
this proposal is implemented, many
of those . parents whom the ad-
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Instead, we have committed ourselves to the NCAA
rules, and therefore, time is the only thing that can
give us a big winner.
You all have been great, and from my staff and the
team, I want to say thank you, and 1hope that you will
come out and help us in our last four home games,
starting with Hawaii on Thursday night.
Gary Colson
Head Basketball Coach

Here and Now
ministration seeks to notify about
their children's sexual activitY will
not learn about it until their
daughters come home pregnant."
But Schweiker, a former running
mate of Ronald Reagan's, isn't
budging from his original position.
He told the House Subcommittee
on Health and the Environment last
Tuesday that the government's
policy of secretly providing birth
control prescriptions is more
dangerous to families than his
proposed
regulation
requiring
parental notification. "We've built a.
Berlin Wall between the kid and the
parent. We think that's wrong."
Ever since Congress agreed last
August to "encourage" parental
involvement in teenage contraceptive counseling, right-to-life
groups such as the American Life
Lobby have been pressuring Sch·
weiker to interpret Congress'
language as a mandate for parental
notification. And they seem to have

b,y maxwell Glen and Cod,y Shearer

gotten their way,
Unfortunately, work of Schweiker's proposed regulations has
perhaps already steered thousands
of teens away from contraceptives
to less reliable methods such as
foams, condoms and withdrawal,
The Alan Guttmacher Institute,
which is affiliated with the Planned
t:'arenthood Foundation of America
and widely regarded as the nation's
leading authority on teehage
fertility, estimates that 25 percent
of the nearly 1 million teenagers
who rely on federally-funded clinics
would not patronize such places
under the new rule. Only 2 percent
of this group, the institute contends, would sacrifice sexual activity for the sake of Mom and Dad.
The result would surely mean a
higher teenage pregnancy rate
(already one in 10 young women
today becomes pregnant before
reaching 181.
As a father of five, Schweiker

ought to know that most teenagers
-Of course, parents should know
today can't talk about their own sex as much as possible about a child's
lives in the company of parents and personal life. It's a natural
expect a mature response. Instead, responsibility. But it's improper and
he places often traumatic matters ill-founded for a government to do
of sexuality in the same league with the background briefing. Parents
questions of report cards and must inform themselves and
school attendance. ''Parents must develop strong communication
give written permission before a with their children long before birth
child can go on a school trip and control becomes an issue.
must explain when a child is absent
If the administration is willing to
from class for even one day," he risk additional alienation between
said. "It's paradoxical."
generations, Schweiker and the
Does Schweiker really believe New Right are only undermining
parents will dispatch with a their own goal of bringing families
teenager's birth control needs just "together.'' Indeed, this blind
as blithely as they do with per- response to the teenage pregnancy
mission slips and gym class ex- problem may indicate the ad·
cuses? Doesn't he realize that ministration's actual objective: It
Uncle Sam invites excess wants out of the contraception
estrangement when Dad learns of business in the hope of bringing the
Amy's new diaphragm, (Since all moral stature of this country ih line
prescription contraceptives are for with its ideals.
women, the proposed regulation
Young people, who already have
would spare young men from such a difficult time growing up, are left
embarrassing scenes with parents.l in the lurch of such self-delusion.

This We&k: Computllr end Board Gam&s

Tuesday· Wednesday· Thursday

11 am SUB BALLROOM

No.98

{South)

The College Graduate Development Program
at RepublfcBank Dallas was designed specifically
for those individuals with an interest in com mer·
cial lending. It exposes young bankers to the
diversity of opportunities in banking at Republic·
Bank Dallas. Formal instruction along with on·
the-job training prepares young bankers for
lending assignments. Our training includes
seminars, workshops, and internships in different
lending departments, working with our top lending
officers.

NICKPAPPIS

HOW SHOULD WE THEN LIVE?

Internationally Known
Speaker

If you feel this program is what your career
needs, considerthese qualifications: an MBA with
nine (9) hours of accounting or .a BBA with twelve
(12) hoUrs of accounting. We also look for good
personal selling skills and a GPA of 3.0 or better.
If you can meet these qualifications, you should
be looking at a career in the land of opportunityRepublicBahk Dallas.

)'CUr.

The Opln\oll!o cxprc~~ct.l 011 thcedittnial pages of the Daily

Don't Miss
Nick Pappis

Lobtl ate tfu.HI.'oftlu: nut hot iiole1y. UrtSigilcd opinion l.~; that
of the ~ditor aiid rcflctn tltc editorial polic)'oftht! papct' but
t.lues iiOt nct:~\~!ltily tc~IC$Chl the view5 of the members of
th!.! Oaliy I.obo~hiH.

.

l!Jitur .......••..•• , . , • , , , , . , ••••..• , . Helen GaussOiti
!\1tmn!iltlg i!ditor, ...•..• , .. , . , , .• , .. , .. , •• ,1\ellydlbbs
N.:w~ Etlltot· •.•.••.• , ............. , .... Juci)·Nakamutn
Copy ~ditOf ... ,., ..... , .• , •. , ............. Mllrc While
Spun~ EJitur . , , , .......................... t:rlc Maddy·
1\th E:llltOI,., ............................ , Ray Abeyta
ElltnluinmcilLl?.tlihli •••.••.... , .••.••.•• Robert Sanchc1.
l'>IIL)tu EUitUL ......... , .•. , •..••••• , •• ,. • ."Bill Wechti:t
Newll RtilO!tct. ...................... <+ ,1\-bnucltranco
Nighf i!dltot .................... , ••• , .Craig Chti"Ssinger
Sr:Jrr Al-tiM ............................ ,, .. t:than Hay
llLI~lnc~s Maflligl't,,,, ..... , ....• ,. ,. •. , , • , Mithael f'ord
Nationaf,\d~·. Maul!.ger , ................... James Fbhci'
f>tOtliu:titill M:mHgtr ••....••.•••..•• , . Duane McOregor

Speaking on Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday,
February 16·18 in the
SUB Ballroom South

NIGHTLY
MEETINGS:

t.rurr Subml:<r;s\ill1s l"ollcy
Letters ld the ~t.lltt)t tn\1~1 hr.: l)'pcJ, double spaced 1111d
~ignl!d by the !1Uthut with the li\Jllu.lt'~ imlnC, mldrCs5 and
telephone nt1tnbcr. Onl>- lhe itaim:- or ·tlte author Will be
prmtl!!.ltin!.llmri!c!i will 'Ul\1 bi.• willthch:J,
The nail)' l.uhndoe\ ·rr~t :gu~tralltcc publk-atlott.
All ~ubmh.~lun~ ~l't:Ot!W tht• lltOftt:lly of Ure Ntw Mu.ko
Dilily f.tli#!IUI1d Will bccdilcd rtJI lcllj,jlh dt llbcfou~ content.

Finance &
Accounting
Majors
Wanted: Finance and Accounling Majors
(BBAs and MBAs). As the lead bank within the
Republic of Texas Corporation, a 31•member bank
holding company, we are building our future on a
financial base in excess of $10 billion. That's why
we are always on the lookout for talented
individuals with a determination to keep us on top
of the banking industry- no matter how far we
have to look. Our College Graduate Development
Program prepares you forthat challenge.

Ftancla SchaHet

TJ1c Ne:w- MulrG b1lly Lobo is pubHshed Monday·
lfumtgh Friday every tc~ular week of the UniversitY year~
weekly during c;lo~eLI and rlnals weeks and weekly during the
summer ~cs~ioil by 1hc: Btmtd of Student Publkatlons or the
U11ivcnlty o.1f NeW Mc"'ico, and is not financially aSsoclau:d
wuh UNM. Second da:!>~ ptHHtgc paM at Albuquerque, New
Mc;:it:o 87i3i. Sub~c;tlptlun rate Is Sl£1.00 for the academic

New SUB Bakery
Gets Pastry Chef

Our Republic is still
the land of opportunity!

Filma bv R•nowned Phlloaoph•r

Nt" Mnko DlllltLollo

JII«<I

Every Friday in the Daily Lobo.
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On occasion it is possible to recall infonnation los[
during a blackout, which suggests that at least
sometimes the information has been stored somewhere
but is .difficult to retrieve. "Cueing" may help going back to the same surroundings, or remembering
as many details around the blackout as possible.
William R. Miller
Sometimes details can be regained under hypnosis.
Blackouts
Because of a psychological phenomenon known as
The first time it happens to you, it's frightening.
"state dependent learning" memories may even come
You realize that a few hours of your life are simply back when the person again becomes intoxicated to the
same level, as if the information were store(! in a file
missing. You remember the first few drinks, and you
may remember a few things from later in the evening,
that can only be opened at that blood alcohol level.
but in between there's nothing.
Blacko11ts are definitely reason for concern. They
This is the classic "blackout,'' which has nothing to
are amonQ the earliest symptoms of a developing
do with passing ou.t or becoming unconscious. Unless · drinking problem, and are not normal. Although
you know exactly what to look for, a person in a
almost anyone can have a blackout if given enough
blackout looks perfectly nonnal. He or she does not
alcohol, few people drink themselves to that level of
behave in a strange way, and may not even look very
intoxication. Thus a person who has blackouts
intoxicated. The problem is that alcohol has caused
probably is developing a significant chemical tolerance
the person's memory to malfunction. It's like
to alcohol. If the person has a blackout without
"feeling drunk," it is a reason for greater concern, not
forgetting to push the "record" button on <J.. tape
recorder: no information is recorded, even though the
less. It means that the person is reaching fairly high
reels seem to be turning normally.
blood alcohol levels without showing some of the
The reason for blackouts is not fully understood,
external signs. This is not cause for pride - it is a
symptom of problem drinking, and it means that it is
but it seems to be a problem in transferring information from short-term memory (the 20-30 second
time to seek help.
Another thing that happens over time is that the
memory register that allows you to remember a pltone
number long. enough to dial it) into long-term storage.
developing problem drinker requires less and less
This means that the person can react and interact
alcohol to have a blackout. The threshold for a
normally in his or her immediate surroundings, but
blackout to occur drops, and it will happen at lower
and lower blood a!Coho.llevels. For a normal person, a
will not remember doing so later on,
Sometimes bits and pieces of information do get
blood alcohol level of .25 to .30 is normally required
to trigger a blackout, but in our laboratory we have
through, resulting in a "partial blackout." Certain
observed blackouts occurring at levels as low as .12events, especially startling or important ones like a
gunshot, may be .remembered while everything else is
definitely intoxicated, but not enough to trigger
complete memory Joss in most normal individuals.
blank. There may be "islands" of memory for a few
Thus the problem drinker who does not seek help
minutes or hours in between periods of memory loss.
experiences longer and more frequent blackouts. If
Sometimes a person's first blackouts are partial ones,
this pattern continues, permanent damage to the
with brief periods of missing information, and then
finally total blackouts start to occur.
memory and other intellectual functions can occur.

date information about alcohol and problem drinking.
Your questions and comments are welcome, and can
be addressed to Dr. Miller in the Department of
Psychology, UNM, Albuquerque, NM, 87131.

An exhibition that brings talented architects reflects their
together the works of nine of strong desire to find an architecture
Mexico's leading contemporary appropriate to Mexico, Having
architects will be displayed March I absorbed' the European .and
through 12 at the University of New American influences, they are
Mexico School of Architecture and searching their own heritage and
Planning.
traditions and. producing a diverse,
Dr. George Anselevicius, dean of tech::lically-admirable and imthe school, said the exhibition spans pressive body of work on the world
a 50-year periocl from th~ early days scale,, ·
of the modern movement to the
For background on historic
present. The touring display is Mexican architecture, examples of
sponsored by the Southern Pre-Columbian temples, SpanishCalifornia Institute of Architec. influenced churches and the
ture.
popular architecture of Mexico's
Architects included in the exhibit villages are provided,
are Jose Villagran, Mario Pani,
The modern wcrks begin with the
Enrique del Moral, Augusto first ·examples of Villagran's arAlvarez, Abraham Zabludovsky, chitecture. Otber samples include
Teodoro Oonzalez de Leon, Universal City, ~asterplanned and
Augustin Hernandez, Ricardo supervised by Del Moral and Pani.
Legorreta and Luis Barragan,
lt is a 1950s design tbat inShelly Kappe, an organizer of the corporated international ideas with
exhibit, said, "The work of these a Mexican accent.
Technically innovative and
visually-impressive glass curtain
walls by Alvarez; sculptural and
organic forms by Hernandez;
concrete and marble-chip aggregate
designs by Zabludovsky and
Gonzalez de Leon;. international
Mill'.k Ballanee
Pritzker Architecture Prize-winner
Barragan and colorful textured wall
The New Mexico Union has a designs by Legorreta round out the
new attraction for students with a exhibit.
sweet tooth.
"Modern Mexican architecture
The SUB has hired a pastry chef grew out of the revolt against
for its recently re-opened bakery European tradition that existed
and now bakes all its own pastries after the revolution of 1910,"
and breads, except sandwich bread. Kappe said, "New fonns and new
Cliff Holt, SUB director, said solutions were necessitated by the
sales of pastries have increased social changes sweeping across the
dramatically.
The sale of country, The social conscience that
doughnuts alone has doubled, from was born in that atmosphere
33 dozen a day in 1981 to 76 dozen continues in the work that is being
a day currently.
done today."

~ ~epublicBank

• ON THE JUPITER EFFECT
• ARE WE LIVING IN
THE LAST DAYS?

Dallas

Nick Pappis will be speaking nightly at 7pm
in the Maranatha Christian Center, 1806
Sigma Chi NE, through February 22. For
more information, call247-9999.

Collect on our
opportunity by contact·
ing your Placement
Office regarding out
upcoming campus
Interview dates.
An Equal OppOrtunity. Employer 111/F/HN
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Marcos Martinez

"It's a matter of survival.
There's your education, m(m, the
streets- that's your university,"
These are the word~ of a man
with a !50 year jail term, spoken on
the stage of the SUB Ballroom
Saturday.
A more than capacity crowd
watched as Joe Barros and nine
other inmates from the Central
New Mexico Detention Facility in
Los Lunas, the Teatro de los
Pintos, performed the hard fast
truth of prison reality.
"In a lot of ways we sec ourselves
as the professional actors of life,
because we've gone through so
many changes in life and that's
what we act out on stage," Barros
said.
The hour-long performance
consisted of skits which told about
the reality of barrio streetlife which
is leading increasing numbers of
young men and women to act out
their epilogues behind bars,
A concern for youth is what led
these men to make presentations to
young people from all over the
state. Saturday's performance was
unique in that the audience was
generally older than usual.
Many of the performers' families
attended, along with some younger
people who have attended other of
the gfOUP's sessions. Next to their
children, wives and sweethearts, the
inmates appeared as regular men
and the image of coldhearted
ruthless inmates was blown away.
The group had never performed
before a university audience, so this
was an experimental performance
and a very successful one. The
Teatro received a standing ovation

at the conclusion of its performance.
The group emphasizes education.
In one skit, Randy Sandoval is a
young man trying to finish school
and forced to leave home by his
alcoholic father. He takes to the
streets and becomes strung out on
alcohol and despair. He refuses the
help of his brother, played by Luis
Lugo, and falls in with the vatos
locos (crazy dudes) who get high on
the street corner and plan movidas
(hustles).
In an unsuccessful attenpt to
hold up a storeowner played by Ken
Cranford, Sandoval is arrested and
sent to prison.

giving up his butt to the older man.
In exchange Cranford will look
after Sandoval and make sure the
other cons leave him be,
Sal)doval's reaction is defiant,
and in the next scene all the cons
attack and kill him.
The moral of the story was explained by Alfredo Rodriguez,
better known as "Sleepy."
1'A lot of real young guys are
·
coming into the joint and getting
themselves killed because of their
attitudes. They come in acting bad.
You can get along if you have a
half-decent attitude, but you do
have to be ready to fight. Prison is
not a place for weak people,"
Sleepy said.
The Teatro has been to local high
school and youth shelters, performing and speaking with young
audiences that are not limited to
juvenile offenders. The group is
sponsored bY the facility's clinical
psychologist, John Rumbles, who
sees the program as a positive
element for the inmates as well as
their audiences.
:'These men have things to say to
As ? newcomer, Sandoval is
the
kids and I think it's a very
unfamiliar with the codes of
healthy
outlet," Rumbles said.
conduct within the walls. He is
The group has regularly
immediately confronted with sexual
advances and people telling him scheduled performances both in
they don't like his face. His and out of prison.
response is solidly defiant and
A member of the Teatro said that
challenges to take on the entire cell while the inmates's activities and
block, if necessary.
those of others have increased
Sandoval is taken aside by public awareness of life behind the
Cranford, who runs the block, and walls, changes within the walls have
enlightened as to the way things are been mostly cosmetic and not
and the serious trouble his attitude qualitative.
could get him in.
In addition to the Teatro de los
Sandoval is informed by Pintos, a local theatre group called
Cranford that he will become Teatro Claridad (Clarity) perCranford's personal slave, making formed a piece in memory of Rito
him coffee, making his bed and Canales and Antonio Cordova.

Canales and Cordova were prison
activists killed by police in 1972.
The performance was also
dedicated to people who lost their
lives in the Santa Fe penitentiary
riot of 1980.
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Anorcx.la Nenoou and Bulimia Setr Help GroupMeeting Tuesday at 7 p."m, at th1= Women'S Center,
1824 Las L11.mn~ Rd. NE. Call the Center for funhcr
lnformatiQn.
Stuttedng Club - Are you interested? Then call
255-1671 ot attend the lirst mee(j~g Tuesday at 7 p.m.
at 3010 Mom.:; Vlsta Blvd. NE, sui~·~·tJti. The gro~p is
sponsored by DAYSTAR/Peacemaker und the New
Mexico Sp<:ech and Learning Clinic.
SUB Entertillnmenl - Folk guitarist Lenny
And.;r$011, ·accompanying himself on guitar and
harmonica, will nerform folk, country and blues in
the SUB Lollnge Wednesday at noon.
UNM Colle~te Republicans - Gubernatorial
candidate Bob Granl will be·speaklng Wednesday at
7:30p.m. in room 231-C ofthe.SUB.
As~JcJaUon pf ~«ountlnx StudenU - The A.AS
will sponsor a mini-seminar Wednesday entitled
11 Women in the Professional Environnient. 11 Topicsfor discussion include:, appropriate dress, working
With male superiors, subordina,es and male clients as
well as sexual hirassment on the job- hoW to avoid
it and how to report It, The $Cminar will be held at7:30p.m. at theUNM Facuii)'Ciub. Wine and cheese
will be served. Admission Is free 11nd not i'e~tricted,
UNM !t.nlhropo\oi)' Soclely- A free film, ''The
Nuer," about a group of African paStoralbts will be
shown Thursdl\)' at3:30 p.m. ln Mitchell Hall, Room

i.
I
I

II
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OFFIC£ SUPPLY
Raben Sanchez

Lobo freshman Matt Arnot performs an "iron cross" In Monday's gymnastic comp9tititm against
the Houston Baptist Huskies. Although Arnot paced the Lobos (Jy winning three events, they still
lost26B.42 to267.05.
·

Gymnasts Lose to Houston Baptist
Drew Merrick
The Houston Baptist Huskies,
trailing by three points entering the
high bar event, rallied to defeat the
Lobo men's gymnastics team
268.42 to 267.05 Monday night.
"Overall we performed real Well,

122.

Chess Club- The initial and fonnadve meeting or
the UNM Chess Club will be held Thursday at4 p.m.
in room 2!i3 or the SUB. "All interested and uninterested people are welcome. 01
UNM Cheerleaders- ApplicatiOns for tryoUts are
now available at the Student Activities office in the
SUB, Application! are due this Friday.
Blue Key llonorary SoC'Ie•y- Meeting Wedn~day
at 1 p.m. in Room 147. Ortega Hail.
Lip Sen-Ice lafonnJIIon - announcements will be
run on a space availnble b;15is 1 preferably the day
before and the day of the meeting or event. They will
not be taken O\'Cr the te_lephone.
Announcements must be brought to Marron Hall,
Room J38 or mailed to the New Mexico Dally Lobo,
UNM Box 20,. University of New Meldco,
Albuquerque, NM 87131.

Lobo Women Win

but we just choked in the high bar pommel horse title by scoring a 9. 7.
competition," said Lobo coach Arnot also won the all-round
Rusty Mitchell. "(Tim)..Oay tried a competition by edging Brown 55.95
new high bar routine and only hit a to54.75.
"We lost to UNM in Houston
7.9, so that hurt."
H uskie junior Kyle Brown won earlier in the season, so it feels good
high bar with a score of 9.7, and to beat them. They have a tough
Gerald Martin won the vault for the team," said Huskie coach Hutch
Huskies with a 9.55.
Dvorak. "We have the best high
Freshman Matt Arnot paced the bar athletes in the nation, so I was
Lobos by winning three events; the confident going into the last
floor exercise with a 9.35, parallel event.;,
bars with a 9.3, and 9.4 in the rings
The Lobos travel to Baton Rouge
competition.
on Thursday to compete against
Steve Jennings captured the LSU.

The University of New Me1eico
woinen's basketball team beat the
New Mexico State University
Aggies Monday night, 90-74, taking
them to a J2-12 record for the
season.
The Lobo's were led by high
The University of New Mexico
scorer Yvonne McKinnon with 21 women's golf team fired a 12 over
points followed by Allison Foote
par 300 to gain a third place tie
and Lori McConnell with 19 each.
after one round of the Arizona
The team is now 4-4 in conInvitational in Nogales, Ariz.
ference play.
Coach Doug H:oselton's team
The Lobos are playing without
will face Adams State Friday night senior Kris Monaghan, who had
at 7:30p.m. in University Arena.
knee surgery yesterday after

UNM Golfers Third in ~fizona Invi~

UNM ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT
Aoodemlc Advisory Office needs a work study qualified tutor
for Statistics 245 (ASM 290).
·

Ar•nemess
we're •n th•s
••me, ••••• ......
we don't
haweenoush
mone,. to
paJ' for

Contact Ste~ Fox at
277·6536/277-6537 from 2·5pm

ZAPPERS
ffiastet Gametoom

•••••••••••••••••••••••
• Omega Race

• Stargaw

• DonkyKong

• Vanguatd

.
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Lobo Tickets in SUB
Tickets ate available today and Wednesday in the StudentUnion
Building for the two Lobo home basketball games this week.
The Lobos, now 11-11 on the year, will be in the spoiler role
against Hawaii Thursday and San Diego State Saturday. Tho:;
Rainbows and Aztecs are tied for second in the conference with 8-2
records.
For additional ticket infonr.\ion call277-2116.

Steve King

• Elfmanator • Galaxlan

corlee pnces IIHII to 5C:- or free w•tll an,. food
purcii~~H-IIelere • A" and after 4 P ... So come
to the UnHHI tll•s s...-.n. Semester
and enJo,. 11:ss corree w•tll a ~~~ea~l
or J'OUr raworite snack durin•
these speual t•mes. GOOD!

New Mexico union Food service
Offer valid only for students, faculty ai'ld staff of UNM.

The Lobo baseball team opened
the season on a negative note with a

mlulle Command

'( l.l E S 0 A Y
February 16
1ickets: Pick UJ) ticketS tdday for·men's basketball
gameS against H_11wall and San DlegO State,
Softball: UNM scrimmage garrte, 4 p.nt., Johmon
Field.
Billiards: Entries due iodny ror thts r;:u-tecrtatlonal
Intramural evc:nt.
Indoor Soccer: Entries due today tor this .men'S
and women's Intramural event.
leam 'BoW/ling.• Entries due today ror thli men's
and women's intramural event,

• Def.nder

••••••••••••••••••
Game Coupon
(good for

0
T

J1.00

0
W

FREE (lam•)

0
1H

W E 0 N E S D A Y

0
F

,1 fiN game p.r pe11on pet day..
.UNm' ID only.
enda 2-19
r

r 1 I

pair of losses to nationally-ranked
Nevada-Las Vegas and a loss CalIrvine over the weekend. The
Rebels swept a Friday doubleheader

This Week in Sports at UNM

• Pac-man

011••s n8htl At •ew llexNo
Unllon Food Serwtlce, we'Ye ....led

but hasn't- !-ot.~!= k-:pt up v::n~ w~U,"
Sandles said. "It looks.likea ranch
out here."
Tum Results: Arizona 293, San Jose State 297 1
NeW Me!~:!co 300. Brigham Young 300, Arizona State
:302, UCLA 303. Cal-S(ale Long Beach 309, StlinfC!rd
.310, Weber State 329, Tuu Tech ll4, Washington
334, San DfegoState342.
lndh-ldu•l Lt&der: NaneyTomleh 69. LoboSoom::
SUsan Sanders 74.; Theresa Sc:hre(k 74, Dana Howe
76, Debbie Wriglu76. Lucy Castaneda 81,

Baseball Drops Fi~t Three Games

• Aawrolda • Aattoflghte11

e

sustaining an injury last Wednesday.
"The girls have rallied," said
UNM coach Henry Sandles. "We
had a little problem with our
putting, but we worked on it for an
hour and a half and should do
better tomorrow."
Sandles attributed the putting
difficulties to the course condition.
"The greens are not in very good
shape," he said. "The ball is
holding in some spots and running
in others. It is very inconsistent.
"The course has a good layout,

February 17

Tickti!.' ~lck UJ'flit:keiJ: today (orinen•s basketball

gli.hles.again~t ltaWnil and S:tn t>iego State.

• _,
II U R S D A Y
Febtllnry 18.
Mfn '$ IJaskttbaff: UNM Y5. Hawaii, t111lverslty
Ateha; 7~30 p.m.
_
Men•s Gy;nnastfr9.' UNM atl.SU hi Satotl RCJSue,
Louisiana.
WcJmcrl~ i'ennls: UNM at Atlz!c:il1a rnvilatlonallri
T

Tus:con,
lnddfJr SQccer:Inir&mUral piitildtmnt nh~etlng,

ttain Bawiiing~ 'lntrarrtQral paflklpnnt meeting.

iJifl(ards: Intramural participant meeting,

F' R I D A \'
Februpry 19
Women's IJasketbafl: UNM vs. Adams State,
UnlvtrsitYArenn,1:30 p.m.
JVamt'n~ GymhfiStia.~ tJNM \'s. Aritona, 7:30

p.m .• Carlisle CfYm.
Women'S Tetlnfs: UNM at Arlwna lnvltatlonAf in
Tttscoil.
/ndaar&c~r:.lntramurttf program starts.
S A. "'' 0 R D A. V
F'cbrtiilry-20
Men 1sT.f'niJ/S;UNMatNMMtin'RosWclf.
Wrrstling: WAC tournarilerit at UNM. Opening
• rounds at iO d.m.j rlnnls at 7t30p.til.
.. _Men 1S_IJasketb!fl!: UNM vs, San Diego Statej
Uiilvtnltt Are11a, 1!3Q p.m.
Womerr's renttl.r: UNM at Arltoi1B lnvltntkmal.in
Tuscofi.
Hllliatds: Intramural program s\arts.M 0_ N D A V
_
_ February 22
Tea~, Bowiling.• fllttlimU.tnl ('lrOltfBitl stnrtli.
f N F_ 0 R M A T I . 0. N
lnt'ramurals: ~11·~ 151, Johnson tlym room:2JO.
Tickets: "1.71 2116, SB cornerorUnlvetsltY Arena,
4

by 6-2. and 5-3 margins while Irvine
beat UNM by a 4-3 score.
"We just didn't get the runs
when we needed them," said UNM
coach Vince Cappelli. "Vegas is
ranked and had some good people
While Irvine's starting pitcher
stopped us when he needed to."
The 0-3 Lobos led Irvine 3·1
before starter Craig Jenks and
reliever Bill Dunstan gave up three
runs in the sixth inning. Dave
Steinberg held them the rest of the
way. Irvine Was 1·3 before beating
UNM.
'UNL V received complete game
performances from Ron Veri and
ar.d Stan Herksenow, while the
Rebels touched Lobo starter Jjrn
Sharpe and reliever Kiel Higgins for
seven hits itt the first game. The
Rebels had 12 hits in the second
game off of starter Mark Beeson
and relievers Dunstnan and
Steinberg. The Lobos led the
second game until the fifth inning.

FILE FOLDERS (100 per box)
Letter size Reg $9.90 S<!{e -$6.40
Legal size Reg $12.75 Sale $825

,·- _1_

JJ:5~;:l
(.

ACCO PRESSBOARD BINDER

~

L -.

.

\

for 8 Yz sheets

D

Reg$1.80Se/e$1.15

\

PENTEL .05MM REFILL LEADS

for thin lead pencils
B,H,HB Degf';e Reg 80'/Dz Sale 55'/Dz

.

~~.·

12% discount with UNM ID on non-sale merchandise.
HOWDEN OFFICE SUPPLY 3301 Central NE (next to BACA'S)

To those with the skill to do •.•
Motorola offers
the freedom to imagine.
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Sl\YI>IV.ERS Gl~T HIGIIERI Come fl;d out. what
~ou'rc missing. Meetings, Wednesday, feb. 18th,
8:00pm, Rm. 230 sun.
2/17
AS CUAIUPERSON OF the Education Committee,
Audrey Dunn fought to give you the best education
possible. Now he needs your help in his cnmpaign for
governor. Cali 265·91 02 or 268-3098 and flnd out
what you can do. Call now.
2/19
S~:W IIU:XI('O UNION Food Service trade books.
iluy $25.00 worth of food for $21.25. Asavings of IS
p~rcent. !looks available at N.M. Union Mercado.
2116
Jtt;Y YOU GU'iS, What's the mother with You? Is
something brllthering you? Don't ulster, it's npt that
mu~h father. Aunt you under~landing now? It's ail
relative to the problem.
2116
CONTACTS-P(>LISJUNG, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn

1. Personals
SIIOII'f m· HINDS? Enchilnlla red or green chili
89. lllg ~urn to r~d <lr green chili $1.00. Tostnda red
m green ~hili .59 at the Casa del Sol In the New
Mexico Student Union llldg.
tfn
f'INI~n st:t.ECTION OF unique nnd ttnditlonal
Rnid wcddillg sets. Charlie Romero J cwclers', 2936901.
S/1
Jl 'ST A SNACK! Sopapilia with honey .JS, salsa and
.:h•P'· 7 ~. nn,hos S1.00 in 1h<: C'asa del Sill in the New
Mcxt~!l Student Union.
tfn
('()1,1). A l,AR<IJ:; bowl or what? Large chili,. red or
~teen St.is. posole $l.2S, beans .65 in Cnsa del Sot,
New Mexico Student Union Bldg.
lfn
ACCllHATE INt'ORMATION AIIOUT con·
traccption, 5terlllnllion, abortion. Righi to Choose.
294·0171.
tfn
t'Rt:C:NANCY TESTIN(J & COUNSEUNG. Phone
~~~~~
tfu
PASSI'ORT, IMMIGRATION, J.D. photos. 3 for
$6.00' ! lowest prices in town! Fast, pleasing, short
walk from UNM. Call 265-2444 or come to 123
Wellesley S.IJ,, between Girard and Carlisle, corner
of Silver. Hours: l0·6 weekdays, SaturdaY9·5.
tfn
ROIIt:R'f J,YNCU IN assoclntion with Albuquerque
National Photo offers you l{odak film for 40 cents a
roll; including up to 40 percent discount on
processing. Call 266·2228, 884-9020,
2119
Wt: IIOT lliSTRIBUTORS, Prescription eyeglass
fr~mes. Gtcenwich Village (Lennon S1yles), gold
rimlcs~. SS4.SO (regular $6S.OO). Pay Less Opticians,
S007 McnaulN.E., ucrossfrom LaBelles.
tfn
OSI,Y $2,35. TWO farm• fresh egg.~, two homemade
dtcmical free sausage patti«, two $liccs of toast, free
green chili. Open 7 n.• m. Morning Glory Cafe, Corner
of(iirard, Central and Monte Vista 268·7040.
tfn
SSIIUYS tn:STTIP of the week, Daily Lobo will pay
SS for the best news tip we receive every week.
Sources can remain confidential, but Editor must
hn•c your tlnntc to pay winner. 277-5656, ask fol
Newsroom.
tfn
l'LA\'IIOYS, PENTHOUSt;, PLAYGIRL, Out,
Playgirls, back issues 99 cents while supply lash. \II
Price BoOk$, Records, Magazines, University at
Central.
2119
SI'RING BR.:AK 'Bl, Mazatlan all the way! Student
Travel Center has pricecs you can afford! Call 277·
2336 or visit suite 251 upstairs In the SUB,
2119
TIU: CIIICKEN IS coming, the chicken 1$ coming,
the chkkcn Is coming, the chicken Is coming, the
eltlckcn is coming, the chicken is coming, the chicken
is coining to the New Mexico Student Union Food
Ser~iee.
tfn
SINCJU:S ONI.YI .35 a single cone· ,60 for a double
••7S fora triple. New Mexico Union tee Cream Shop.
tfn
ENTIIUSIASTIC WOMEN SOCCER players
needed for Albuquerque team. Experience In soccer
or other sports preferred, Jntormatlon call268•7064
or277-2.583.
2/26

TYPING, PROFESSIONAL QUALITY Typ<;rlght·
265-5203.
3/1
lfOUSt; SITII\KS AV t\ILABJ.,I\ • Professional
couplec in Alb4querque for summer assl~nment.
Refer¢oces, experienced. Bruner-upham, 124 W.
University Blvd., TliCSOn, Ari~. 85705.
2/17
PROFE;SSIONAJ.. 'fYPING, REASONABLE
l!Menslve secre~arial experience. IBM Selectric IH.
299·6256 or 299·2676.
2121i
TYPING-PROFESSIONAL QUALITY pronto at
Kinko/Pronto; TLC at no ex~ra charge, We will edit.
KIP, 2312 Central sa, .acr\)SS Central from popejoy
Hall,
2119
SOUTHWEST NATUR,\L THERAPEUTICS
Therapeutic massage, colon therapy, introductory
treatment $10.00, 243•7013 by appointment.
2/22

4. Housing

2/19

ROOMMATE WAN'fED, NICE two bedroom
house, lireplace, garage, laundry facilities, cable TV,
microwave pven, $125 month pius one half utllUks.
Call Stro 266·6522.
211 S
CLEAN EFFICIENCY 5165 Utilities pald, 404
Dal'tmouth SE. Deposit. Male preferred. 2SS·3303.
.
2115
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE, fireplace, greenhouse, 2•
blks to campus. $350. 256-0615.
2/JS
OSE BEDROOM CONDO., whirlpool, all utilities
paid, 5250 total. Ncar University, 884-5298.
211S
STUDIO 5155. WATER, electric paid, furnished,
laundry facilities, 242-6030, 881·9004.
2/16
EFHCIENCY SliS/I't10, ONE·BEDROOM
$210/mo., two blocks from UNM. Carpeted, fur·
nlshed, laundr~room, utilities paid, 242-6641t. 2116
TIIREE CHOICE HOMES for sale ncar UNM. Call
Susan Beard the university area specialist at WalkerHinkle Realty, 256-3814 or268-4S51.
2/16
A BLOCK TO UNM. Furnished one bedroom
apartments, utilities paid. $190-240, 205-9 Columbia
SE, 255-2685.
2118
ROOMMATE WANTED FORJ-bedroom house two
blocks N.E. of campus, SIJO plus one third utilities.
266-6686.
2117
ONE BEDROOM APT, 2·bll<s to campus, SI7S
Includes utilities. 256-0675,
2/16
ONE-HALF BLOCK FROM UNM. Nice, elean 3BR.
house to share in NE area. Completely furnished,
utilities paid, 5190/m.o•• $150 deposit. 265-3297,2432494 (io.4).
2/18
ONE .BEDROOM APARTMENT. Ncar U.N.M.
Mc!llcal Sehool, Furnished, carpeted, all Utilities
paid, $230/mo. plus 5100 D.O. 266-6818 after 6:00
p.m:
•
2/19
UNFURNISIIED APARTI"ENT NEAR UN.
M/TVI, S16S/mo. plus electricity, Cali242·91S8 or
242-7081.
2119

PATRICK BAI\ER: CLAIM your lost noteboollln
Rrn. 1311\larron Hall.
2/19
WOMt:N'S RED Lf.ATJIER mlttons. Claim in nn.
131 Marron Hall.
2118
TURQUOISE RING LOST Friday Women's
2118
mtroomFac. Call RltaSSI-3207,
I.OST: CAMPUS DLACI\ ladies right glove. Davis,
277-5551.
2/17
BOOK FOUND 2·ll·8l "The DeLuge-British Society
and the First World. War," Claim in Marron Hall
room 131.
2/17
CI.AIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily,
trn

3. Services ·
GUITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
rentals. MARC'S Guitar Center, 143 Harvard S.E.
26S·33JS,
tfn
PROt.F.SSIONAL TYP.ING BY English/MA editor,
Vast experience with dissertations, papcn. ·Editing
available. 266·9550.
3/1
TYPING FROM THE Word C(), We use a word
processor for quick. turnaround time and accurate
2/26
changes. Cai1247-2326.
GUITAR INSTRUCTOR, CLASSICAL, other
styles, 867·3158.
2/26
TYPING· TIIF.SIS, DISSERTATIONS, . Reports,
Leiters, Statistical, etc. Call An nita 299-3781. 2/26
DRY CLEANING AT economy prices, $1,00 per lb.
Campus Laundry, 2106 Central SE. Open 7-ll. Next
door to Baskin-Robbin; Ice Cream.
2/26
t'AST, ACCURAyt;, ALL T)'ping Includes
corrections, spelling, grammar, punctuation. TrpArt.
lOS Stanford, SE. 262•1865,
2/26
TRANSLATOR AND A teacher of Arabic and
English seeks employment. 842·6197,
2/19
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Old & New players
welcome.
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Covered
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Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
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198t110NilA 4110CE. Riding suit. $1500. 243·0162,
2/17
FLUTE BY YAMAHA w/case, Excellent condition.
$140.243-0162.
2/17
NEW 1981 PIONEER SX-5, AM/FM sterell receiver,
extras, negotiable, 2~$-3879.
2/.19
DYNASTAR 190 SKI.IS with look77 bindings, great
condi!ion. $;1.00, Call Jeff298·3787 or 298-7678.
2/19
ATARI VIDI\0 GAI't1E system. Less than one year
old, includes sixteen tapes. $400.00 call299-4278.
2119
VIDEO TAP£ DECK RecentlY overhauled. 255·
9349.
2122
1974 PONTIAC TRANS Am r~IJUilt new paint and
tires S3600281·32S2.
2/16
FIBERGLASS CONGAS GREAT Condition
S47S,OO, negotiable Craig 242-6387,
2/22
··u1.L SIZE; MATRF.';S .boX Spring, $200.00 884;2475
after6:00 p.m.
2122

OVERSEAS SODS· SUMMER/year round. Europ<;,
Amer., Australia, Asia. All Fields. SS00-51200
monthly. Sightseeing, F.rec Info. Write IJC Bo~ 52·
NM·l, Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.
2/16
BABYSITTER NU:DED FOR 2 school-age children
durng spring break while parents are away.
Reference! needed. 265·7306,
2/17
MARRIED COUPLE WITHOUT children to
manage 22 unit apartment complex near university.
Apartment plus salary. Apply at 1116 Pennsylvania
NE. Albuquerque, 87110,
2126
APPLICATIONS ARE NOW being taken for
positillns at the Girl Scout Summer Camp in the
Jemez Mountains. Needed are: n!Jrse, riding staff,
counselors, handyman and kitchen aides, Call 2439581 for more information.
3/12
EARN 520-30 RAISING funds for ACORN, Call
247-9792,9-3:00.
2/IS

, Ut•lil~t'l'ii

Uiolof!,y tl1.1d ftJIII1Illli.~m til ) nit' ;!.• lh•tlmu/(i}

9. Las N oticias
SUBWAY STATION DANCE. Friday and Saturday
9:00. Guess who is hack In town! Zozobral J,
2/19
GAY/LESBIAN STUDENT OFFICE. S.U.B •.21 S, T
& Th., 12-2, Wed. I0:30am·8pm.
2/19
WEI>NESDAY NOONTIME ENTERTAINMENT,
Conle and enjoy your lunch to flllk, blues, and
2/17
country music by guitarist Lenny Anderson,

·v2 PRICE.
Books • Magazines
• Records & Comics

Magazines

from
1897·1981
EVERYTHING
Always
1!2 Price!
Back Issues • Collector's
Comics • S.F. • Magazines •
Paperbacks • Collectors
Records

JtltSCl~INI

AlJtuaUt.o.A N W •1101

..... 10LC*nt:•11•

Coli 26,!1-7023

1f2 PRICE BOOKS!
Central At University
Phone: 842·0624

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Strokes
5Adam'sson
9 Cudgel
12 Encourage
13 Rockfish
14 Compass pt.
15 Appetizer
17 Roman gods
18 Tibetan
gazelle
19 Partner
21 Royal
23 Prime ministers
27 Pronoun
28 Ardent
29 Taste
31 Put on
34 Near
35 Maroon
37 Legal mat•
ters
39 Odln1s
brother
40 Spread hay
42 OWing
44 Ceremonies
46 Morlndfn dye
48 E!ureaus
50 Big books
53 Cheer
57 Slinks

Marron H'all.,

WOMEN ATHLETES: TRY soccer! First, second
division teams want players. 265-1470, keep trying.
2123
SPEND ONE MORNING hour a week teaching
homeless teenagers a skill. Volunteers needed IQ 5hare
information in reading, Job applications, art, etc. We
are located on camp!Js. Please help our kldsl Call
New Day, 247-9559.
2/19
FI\EE BEER, WINE etc, •• over $75 coupons, Bill
11fFare Restaurant Guide. U.N.M, D11okstore. 2/12

s.

61 Joke
11 < per word per day far five or more consecutive days

NEEll TRANSPORTATION TO get to East Coast
or the West Coast or anywhere In the U.S.A.? Call
Aaacon Auto Transport at 345-0827. This is not for
employment.
2/IS
GOT A YEN to wonder out yonder? Say it here, !fn

6. Employment

54 Mouths
55 Negative

17' pet word, $1.00 minimum chorge

7. Travel

•
•

•••••••••••••••••

..

s~ECIAL 1 ~ 5:1m4

un

m~

: Wednesday Night~ :
• 8·9pm Carlisle Gym e

·-_~_~_-_------------.--"""'"_-_-'----------,- ~;;;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;;;;;:;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
•..

WF; BOT ntSTIIIBUTORS Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon s~yles), gold,
rimless. $54.50 regular $65.00. Pay Less Opticians,
5007 Menuat N.E. across from LaBelles.
tfn
1973 DODGE COLT, AM/FM casse*, gas.
efficient. In good con!lition. $1100. Call Len' 277·
584lor844-0i2l.
2/17
1975 MUSTANG II M<\CH I Excellent condition,
)ow mileage, $2700. 296·3338 evenings,
2/17
78 MUSTANG 11,3,600, Cali299-4307,
2/17
Tl·SS W/CASE, AC Adapter, and manual. $20, 243·

•••••••••••••••••
•
Korfball is back •

•
•

COUNSELORS WANTED:. i\NDERSON Camps
will Interview t!l!erested persons with two years
college Pn february 23rd. Check with Office of
StudentAids.
l/17
NI\W MEXICO UNION food Service employmeq~.
Work·study students with hours free from lOam·
3pm. Apply at UNM Food Service Office,
2/19

8. Miscellaneous

5. ForSale

liOUSEMATES WANTED TO share sup<;r·nice
N.E, home. Near UNM (walking distance), fireplace,
yard, garage, barbecue. $150,00 month plus share of
2/16
utilities. Call Cathy266·0052.
THE CITADEL-SUPERB location near UNM and
<iowntowo. Bus service every 30 minutes. 1 bedroom
or efficiency, from $220. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room. swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243-2494. tfn
HOUSESITTER: I AM loqklng fo~ an apartment or
house to housesit during $pring semester (or earlier),
E~cellent references and eni!>Y ga•dening and yardwork. Catherine, 242-7228.
tfrt
FOR RENT: E.•'FIC1ENCY Apar~ment, $120; l
Bedroom, $(50, Swimming Pool, beautiful view of
~otr course. Close to UNM ~nd TV I, 1;113 Wellesley
S.E. 256-7748.
2/25
WANT CONSIDERATE MALE •t!Jdenl 10 shar~
house near UNM whh other serious students. No
drugs, smoking, $175 pjus $50 D.O. Utilities Incl.
WID and FP, Call 5-7 p.m. M-F., Marice, 268·6617.

2. Lost & Found

CAMPUS NEAR By 2 bdrm., 2 baths, patio, kids,
pe~s $150.00, Call Sun RerHals small fee. 262-1751.
2/19
AARE; EASTERN FOUR bedroom on 10 acres. Kids,
pets $300,00, Call Slln Rentals, Small fee 262·175 I.
.
2/19
FOR RENT FENCED house orr. Vassar $140.
Utilities paid, Call Sun Rentals . Small fee262-1751.
2/19
CHEAP BUT CLEAN one bedroom $90.00 Fenced,
kids, pets. Call Sun Rentals Small fee 262·1751. 2/19
ROOM FOR REN'f nice house near campus, 265·
2518. .
2/26
ROOMMATE NEEDED, FURNISHED Northeast
Heights horne, 294.0111;
·
2/22

62 One opposed
64 American
ostrich
65 Beverage
66 MelCican
laborer
67 Grit
DOWN
1 Moccasin
2Arabcloak
3 Number
\

4 Stutter
5 Rugged crest
6 Exist
7Goal
8 Den
91mplored
10 Celebes OlC
11 River duck
16 Coupled
20 Sitter vetch
22 Letter
23 Fuel
24 Evaluate
25 For example:
Abbr.
26 Knight
30 IndividUal
32 Above
33 Promontory
36Turkey
38 Nuns
41 Harm
43. Transgress
45 Tellurium

Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle

symbol . . 52 Break
47 French article 56 Number
49 Red dye
58 EKclamatlon
50 Roman gar- 59 Knowledge
ment
60 Mournful
51 Spoken
63 Preposition

